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REVIEWS: "Replaced my usual no grease conditioner with this and I'm very happy with the results. The little jar lasted longer
than I'd hoped, but it still only took 1-2 pumps. Good product. Thank you!" "I have pretty thick, wavy hair. I tried using this on
my ends, and I swear this stuff smells heavenly. I kept leaving it on my hair and wanted to rub my nose on it and make a pouty

face. It made my hair feel very soft and well-moisturized. I found it to be a bit drying, but I had no major problems and I've
used this for a week now. I will try it again in the future." "This product is great! I have never owned any other product to stop
my frizz! My hair looked great and was 100% smooth even after a few days of wear. It's pretty awesome and I'm so happy I

discovered this product!" "I used this on my hair for two weeks straight. I have naturally thick hair with a lot of wave. I applied
it to my ends and found that my frizz instantly disappeared. It was crazy. It was like my hair was just a lot smoother than usual. I

definitely recommend giving this a try!" "I have really thick, curly hair and am constantly battling the frizzies. This left-in
conditioner is lightweight and easy to work with. It's also pretty cheap compared to the stuff I've used in the past. I'm

considering repurchasing this and the H2O+ spray." "I have been using this for a few weeks now, and I love it! I absolutely
never would have tried this if it didn't work great on my hair. I used it as a detangling conditioner, and my hair always feels soft
and smooth afterwards. I will definitely be buying more!" "I have never used conditioner that actually works. I'm skeptical that

this would actually work, but it did, and I had no problems with it! My hair had a lot of frizz, and I'd been buying all these
different expensive conditioners that don't work. I was pleasantly surprised to see that this did work!" "I use this conditioner

whenever I feel like my hair needs a boost. It doesn't make it silky smooth, but it does make it feel pretty smooth and
moisturized. It's not too heavy, and I

we are your source for 100% Vegan and Cruelty-Free professional hair care! ✨. THAT AFTER HAIRCUT AND STYLE
GLOW. The anti-frizz habit you can't kick get addicted to having smooth, healthy, radiant hair! crack styling Creme is a cutting-

edge, professional-grade leave-in . This Crack Hair Mist is a lightweight formula good for all types of hair!. Can be used in
between shampoos to smooth & re-style hair; 6 oz. bottle. We're a proud leader in the Vegan professional hair care market with
products that effectively tame and revive hair that's stressed, textured, frizzy, . . company's offering even further into the salon
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professional space. Crack Hair Care, also known as Crack Hair Fix, provides a complete, . GOODBYE FRIZZY HAIR: Crack
Hair Fix Styling Cream Formula is specially created to block the effects of humidity and eliminate up to 95% of frizz for up to
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